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“COCKSHUTT" Cultivators
Do Their Work RIGHT Under All 
Conditions and Insure Bi££er Crops.
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1 The Cockshutt Ruby Cultivator is 
the ideal light weight cultivator for all
kinds of work. Its construction is strong and at the 

time very simple.
The teeth are adjustable and can be moved up and 
down, backward and forward to suit all kinds and con
ditions of work. We ship it with any kind of blade 
desired also with weeder, short hiller and two blades 
and attached to the cultivator are three extra blades to 
be us d in place of the short hillers and weeders. 
No need to go unequipped with the best cultivator at the 
price of the commonplace with the Ruby at your call.

The Cockshutt Diamond Point Culti
vator is built with the same care and
of the same reliable materials 
somewhat heavier construction.
There are no working parts to get out of order. The 
long handles give ease of control and operation. The 
frame is so designed that the sods and weeds will 
flog at the rear teeth.
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It is supplied with one or two levers, as desired, and is 
shipped with any blades you may choose from our 
Catalogue.
You will find this a splendid general service Cultivator 
thoroughly reliable, up-to-date, long-lasting.

Users claim our new Cockshutt Corn 
Cultivator to be the most up-to-date and
satisfactory on the market. It can be adjusted to culti
vate as close a- 20 incho. and it will also cultivate the 
widest row quUly well ft is built almost entirely of 
steel with a high axle and low wheels. The wheels 
very strong and have dust-proof bearings.
\\ ithout stopping the team this cultivator may tie adjusted 

"the drivor°Pth ^ 1<JVerH which ,uv within easy
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I he points are reversible giving twice the wear. T1 
blades are shipped with the machine also centre secti 
desired. We fit this machine with spring teeth > 
these are asked for. This Cultivator will make your com 
crop show bigger and better returns every year you use it.

OUR CATALOGUE IS READY
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